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Norlys signs multi-year partnership with EVBox
Group to boost electric mobility across Denmark
EVBox Group, a leading global provider of flexible and scalable charging
solutions for electric vehicles (EVs), and Norlys, Denmark's largest energy
and telecommunications group, will install 300,000 charging stations across
Denmark by 2030.
AMSTERDAM, September 16, 2021 — Norlys and EVBox Group have partnered to provide
innovative charging solutions for both the private and public sectors that will benefit drivers
across Denmark. EVBox charging stations, powered by the EVBox charging management
software Everon, will be integrated into Norlys’ product portfolio.

Enhancing Denmark’s EV charging network
The Danish government has set a goal of having 760,000 electric and hybrid cars on its roads
by 2030 which will greatly increase the demand for EV charging infrastructure in the country.
Norlys and EVBox Group will install 300,000 charging stations at driveways and workplaces
across Denmark by 2030, thus helping to establish a much-improved charging network needed
to further establish electric mobility in Denmark.

Cooperation, partnerships, and taking responsibility for our communities are
extremely important to Norlys. By entering into an agreement with EVBox
Group, we not only get a partner that also shares our same values but also
understands that collaboration lies at the core of a transition to sustainable
living.
— Mads Brøgger (Director of the energy division at Norlys)

As Denmark's largest energy and telecommunications group, Norlys can play a
big role in establishing EV charging infrastructure that will usher in a new era of
sustainable mobility in Denmark. We are proud to partner with a company that
is equally ambitious and passionate about such projects that will help to look
after the future of our planet. EVBox Group has over a decade of experience in
the electric mobility industry, and boasts innovative solutions designed to
support EV drivers for years to come. There is no doubt that this partnership
will benefit EV drivers across Denmark
— Bram Poeth (CCO at EVBox Group)

About Norlys
Norlys brings Denmark on board. Through green and digital services in energy, internet and
TV, we connect people with people, and people with the world. We are a consumer-owned
company that thinks long-term and takes responsibility for more than just ourselves. We want
to contribute to a green and digitalised Denmark. Norlys is a result of the merger between SE
and Eniig. With 730,000 shareholders, approximately 1.5 million customer relationships and
2,500 employees, we are Denmark's largest energy and telecommunications group.

ABOUT EVBOX GROUP

Founded in 2010, EVBox Group empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by
providing flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its extensive portfolio of commercial and
ultra-fast EVBox charging stations, as well as scalable charging management software engineered by Everon,
EVBox Group ensures that electric mobility is accessible to everyone.
EVBox Group is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing groundbreaking
electric vehicle charging technology. With offices across the globe, including Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Munich, and
Chicago, and strong foundations in dozens of markets, EVBox Group is working to shape a sustainable future of
transportation.
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